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We have been studying manipulation using impulsive

forces; in particular, we have focused on the manipu-

lation of planar sliders by tapping. These objects then

slide on a support surface, slowing down and coming to

rest due to frictional forces. In this paper, we present

analytical and experimental results in the mechanics,

planning, and control of this system.

1 Introduction

We consider impulsive manipulation to be any form
of manipulation consisting of two phases: a strike to
the object imparting some initial velocities and free
motion of that object subject to forces and constraints
in the environment. In this work, we have focused on
manipulation of planar sliders by tapping. After being
struck, the object slides on the support surface, slowing
down and coming to rest due to frictional forces.

Using impulsive forces for manipulation has several
unique characteristics as compared to other modes of
manipulation. Tapping is well suited for microposition-
ing | the impact instantaneously breaks static fric-
tion, but the amount of impulse delivered determines
how far the object moves. Tapping results in quick
dynamic motion, requires a relatively simple actuator,
and can manipulate a wide variety of objects due to its
nonprehensile (nongrasping) nature.

There are many ways tapping could be instantiated.
It could be used for fast and relatively low precision
parts transfer between workcells. Our analysis might
be applied to the design and con�guration of certain
types of vibratory parts feeding systems. A \position-
ing cell" could be built using a number of tapping actu-
ators placed around its perimeter; an object placed in
the cell could be precisely positioned by �ring an appro-
priate sequence of actuators. The setup we have used
for our experiments features a general purpose robotic
arm to position a tapping device with respect to the

object; an overhead camera measures the position and
orientation of the object.

1.1 Overview

We �rst consider how to plan a single tap to achieve
a desired displacement (translation and rotation). Be-
cause the manipulator interacts with the object only
at the instant of impact, we can consider separately
the mechanics of a sliding object and the mechanics
of striking that object to produce some initial veloc-
ities. The dynamics of a sliding rotating object give
rise to a strongly coupled system for which there is
no general analytic solution, so we have developed a
numerical technique to determine the required initial
velocities for a desired object translation and rotation.
Determining how to generate those velocities by impact
has been a relatively straightforward application of the
classical impact models. In general, we must search
the boundary for an appropriate contact point; sim-
ple shapes may have analytic solutions for the striker
parameters required to generate the initial velocities.

We performed a series of single-tap experiments to
validate the models used in our analysis. To our sur-
prise, we found that objects did not rotate as much
as our model predicted. Examination of the rotational
velocity pro�les revealed that there was more frictional
torque than predicted, so we added an additional pa-
rameter to our model to scale the torque due to friction.
Although this discrepancy is in part due to di�erences
between our idealized model assumptions and the ac-
tual experimental setup, we believe there may be some
additional mechanism giving rise to this increased fric-
tional torque. We are still able to use our original so-
lution to the mechanics of a sliding object with this
modi�ed model.

A single tap cannot arbitrarily place an object in the
plane; multiple taps may be required. We �rst charac-
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terize the set of states that can be reached with a single
tap and then formulate a basic planning method which
shows that any con�guration can be reached with at
most two taps. Given the large variations in single-
taps, however, a two-tap plan may not be desirable. We
extend this basic planning method to several speci�c
planning methods which essentially serve as feedback
control laws. Each planning method has an implicit
model of the error from a single tap and makes some
trade o� between the expected number of taps required
to position an object and the variation in the number
of taps. The performance of these planning methods
was demonstrated in several positioning experiments.

The �nal result of this paper is an experimental proof
of a conjecture we made early in the course of this
work: that tapping can be used to position an object
more precisely than the manipulator can position the
tapping device. Through a basic sensitivity analysis,
we show that there are a wide range of taps for which
the error in object con�guration is smaller than the
error in tapping device con�guration.

1.2 Related work

The �rst appearance of impulsive manipulation in the
robotics literature was due to Higuchi [10] who used
an electromagnetic coil to deliver an impulsive force
for linear micropositioning. Since then, Yamagata and
Higuchi (e.g. [22]) have developed related devices for
several di�erent micropositioning applications.

The present work is the �rst to show formal results in
the mechanics, planning, and control of tapping. Our
analysis of the mechanics of a sliding object is built
upon the work of Voyenli and Eriksen [20] who stud-
ied the motion of sliding disks and rings and the work
of Goyal et al.([8] and [9]) who formulated a limit sur-
face representation of the relationship between net fric-
tional force and torque and the the velocities of a planar
slider.

Our work makes use of impact analysis due to Routh,
more recently presented in Wang and Mason [21]. This
work presents a graphical method of using Newton's
and Poisson's laws of restitution for two dimensional
impact with friction. Although there has been much
recent work on impact (e.g. Bowden and Tabor [1],
Brach [2], Stronge [17], and Chatterjee and Ruina [6]),
the simplicity of Poisson's hypothesis makes our analy-
sis simpler; it seems to work reasonably well in practice.

This work has been inspired by the ideas behind
minimalist robotics, articulated by Canny and Gold-
berg ([4] and [5]) and by work in many areas of non-
prehensile manipulation, such as pushing (Mason [14]
and many others), palmar manipulation (Trinkle et

al.([19] and [18]), Erdmann [7], and Zumel [24]), and
paddle juggling (B�uhler and Koditschek [3], Rizzi and
Koditschek [15], and Schaal and Atkeson [16]).

Experiments with planar sliders have been per-
formed by Zhu et al. [23] in conjunction with what
they call \releasing manipulation." In their experi-
ments, objects were accelerated using a manipulator
(instead of striking them) and then released, allowing
them to slide on a support surface and come to rest
due to friction. Their results, like ours, show consider-
able variation, presumably resulting from variations in
friction.

The results presented in this paper appear in greater
detail in Huang [11].

1.3 Assumptions

We assume that the support surface is homogeneous.
The object is a planar lamina of mass M and moment
of inertia I, and the support distribution between the
object and the support surface is known. For this pa-
per, we assume a uniform support distribution, though
our methods can work with more general support dis-
tributions. Coulomb friction acts between the object
and the support surface with a coe�cient of friction �.

We use Poisson's hypothesis in conjunction with the
classical model of two dimensional impact with friction.
This implies that the impact is instantaneous and is
characterized by: the geometry and relative velocities
of the object and the striker, a coe�cient of restitution,
and a coe�cient of friction.

2 Mechanics

In this section, we show how to plan a single-tap. This
can be decomposed into two subproblems: the inverse

sliding problem and the impact problem. The inverse
sliding problem is to determine the initial velocities
required for the object to slide the desired displacement
(translation and rotation). The impact problem is to
determine how (if possible) to generate those velocities
by striking the object.
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Figure 1: Notation for the axisymmetric inverse sliding

problem. The goal con�guration is at a distance xf along

the x̂ axis and a rotation of �f . The object's position and

orientation during the sliding motion are x and �, its ve-

locities v and !.

2.1 Inverse sliding problem

We address the inverse sliding problem separately for
the classes of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric ob-
jects. Axisymmetric objects are those which have a
pressure distribution that is a function of radius only;
these objects have the property that they will always
slide in a straight line. This is not the case for nonax-
isymmetric objects, which we will address at the end
of this subsection.

Since axisymmetric objects slide in a straight line,
we only need consider the translation along the line
from the start to the goal instead of translation in two
dimensions. The problem is then:

Determine the initial velocities v0 and !0 such
that the object comes to rest after sliding a
desired distance d and angle �.

See Figure 1 for notation.

The frictional force load along the x̂ axis is

F (
!

v
) = �g�

Z Z
1� !

v
sin �p

1� 2!
v
r sin � + (!

v
)2r2

rdrd� (1)

where � is the pressure over the support distribution
and the double integral is over this support distribu-
tion. The net torque load due to friction is:

T (
!

v
) = �g�

Z Z !
v
r2 � r sin �p

1� 2!
v
r sin � + (!

v
)2r2

rdrd� (2)

Note that the force and torque are functions of the ve-
locity ratio !

v
, not the velocities themselves. Further-

more Mason [14] showed that as a function of !
v
, the

force is monotonic decreasing, the torque monotonic
increasing.

The equations of motion of this system are:

M _v = �F (
!

v
) (3)

I _! = �T (
!

v
) (4)

This is a pair of strongly coupled �rst order di�eren-
tial equations. The net translation and rotation of the
object are given by:

xf (v0; !0) =

Z tf

0

v(t) dt (5)

�f (v0; !0) =

Z tf

0

!(t) dt (6)

where tf is the time at which the object comes to rest
and v(t) and !(t) are solutions to the equations of mo-
tion, subject to the initial conditions:

v(0) = v0 !(0) = !0 (7)

We consider xf and �f to be functions over the space
of initial velocities v0 and !0.

In general, there are no analytic expressions for the
net force and torque due to friction, so there will be no
analytic expression for xf and �f . However, we have
been able to prove a number of properties about this
system. We state the following without proof; the in-
terested reader can consult Huang [11] or ([12] and [13])
for details.

Property 1 The coupling between translation and ro-

tation disappears for v0 = 0 or !0 = 0, so we can for-

mulate analytic expressions for xf and �f along these

axes.

Property 2 The functions xf (v0; !0) and �f (v0; !0)
are monotonic in the sense that:

v01 > v02 !01 = !02 =) xf1 > xf2 (8)

v01 > v02 !01 = !02 6= 0 =) �f1 > �f2 (9)

v01 = v02 6= 0 !01 > !02 =) xf1 > xf2 (10)

v01 = v02 !01 > !02 =) �f1 > �f2 (11)

where xfi and �fi is the displacement resulting from the

initial velocities v0i and !0i.

Property 3 The level curves of xf and �f are strictly

monotonic decreasing in the space of initial velocities.

Property 4 The value of xf is strictly monotonic in-

creasing along level curves of �f and vice versa.
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Figure 2: Illustration of level curves. The level curve of

xf corresponding to a distance d asymptotically approaches

the !0 axis and must lie to the left of its v0 intercept. Like-

wise, the level curve of �f corresponding to a rotation �

asymptotically approaches the v0 axis and must lie below its

!0 intercept.

These properties imply that the level curve of xf for
a distance d and the level curve of �f for a rotation �

must intersect exactly once and that this intersection
point can be bounded. (See Figure 2 for an illustra-
tion.) The coordinates of this intersection point corre-
spond to the initial velocities required to achieve the
desired displacement.

These properties also lead us to a method for numer-
ically �nding the coordinates of this intersection point:

� Subdivide the bounding rectangle.

� Numerically integrate the initial conditions
( �v0; �!0) corresponding to a corner of a subrect-
angle.

� If the distance or angle is greater than the desired
distance or angle, then the region of the bound-
ing rectangle where v0 > �v0 and !0 > �!0 can be
eliminated from consideration.

� If the distance or angle is less than the desired
distance or angle, then the region of the bound-
ing rectangle where v0 < �v0 and !0 < �!0 can be
eliminated from consideration.

In this manner, we can \zero in" on the coordinates of
the intersection point.

2.1.1 Nonaxisymmetric objects

Nonaxisymmetric objects will in general have some
component of the net frictional force that is normal to

the net translational velocity, so these objects will not
slide in a straight line. The inverse sliding problem is
then di�cult to solve because the monotonicity prop-
erties no longer hold and because the problem is higher
dimensional.

In the simulations we have done with nonaxisymmet-
ric objects, the movement of the object in the direc-
tion normal to the translational velocity has been very
small, suggesting one possible solution to this prob-
lem | simply ignore this normal motion, essentially
treating the object as axisymmetric. Given the large
variations in actual experiments, this appears to be a
very reasonable strategy. Errors due to this modeling
simpli�cation can be dealt with through feedback con-
trol.

The alternative is to employ a more general numer-
ical root �nding method; however, we have not been
able to prove the existence or the uniqueness of a solu-
tion for the general nonaxisymmetric case.

2.2 Impact problem

Once we know what initial velocities are required, we
must determine how, if possible, to generate those ve-
locities via impact. We assume that to generate im-
pact, we will essentially throw a free mass (the striker)
at the object. We take as the starting point of our anal-
ysis the fact that any impulse within a friction cone at
the contact point can be generated. (See Huang [11]
for details.)

The friction cone at the impact point constrains only
the direction of the impulse. The resulting velocities
will scale with the magnitude of the impulse, so we
need only consider the set of velocity ratios !0

j~v0j
and

the direction of the translational velocity.

For a given contact point, we can produce a range
of velocity ratios, each with translational velocity in a
di�erent direction. However, the question we face in
planning is whether we can produce a desired velocity
ratio in a given direction. This will generally lead to
searching the boundary to �nd a suitable contact point.

For simple shapes, we can write analytic forms for
the range of possible velocity ratios as a function of
translational velocity direction; it may also be possi-
ble to write an analytic function mapping the velocity
direction and velocity ratio to the contact point.
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Once we have determined the contact point, we must
then go through the mechanics of impact to determine
the exact striker parameters (velocity and angle of in-
cidence) in order to produce the necessary impulse.

Note that the limitation on tapping is due to the
impact process | for any desired translation and rota-
tion, we can determine initial velocities for the object
to slide the proper displacement, but we are limited in
the velocity ratios that can be produced via impact.
Although this is in part due to the shape of the object,
a more fundamental reason is the limited amount of
rotation per translation that can be produced | fric-
tion limits the impulse to lie within a cone about the
contact normal.

2.3 Single-tap experiments

Our �rst experiments were single-tap experiments de-
signed to validate the model used in analysis of the me-
chanics. There were signi�cant deviations between the
idealized model for the analysis and the actual setup
that was used in the experiments. First and foremost,
the objects do not have a uniform pressure distribu-
tion; secondly, the objects are three dimensional, not
planar.

We tested the model of the mechanics using three
di�erent combinations of object, materials, and sup-
port surfaces. Initial experiments were not successful
| objects did not rotate as much as our model pre-
dicted. We then performed more carefully controlled
experiments and used a high speed measurement sys-
tem (an OptoTrak system which measured the position
and orientation of the object at 500 Hz).

These measurements allowed us to calculate initial
velocities and velocity pro�les of the object, which in
turn allowed us to evaluate the impact model and the
sliding model separately.

Although the predicted and actual translational ve-
locity pro�les matched reasonably well, the rotational
velocity pro�les did not. Judging by the measured and
predicted velocity pro�les (see Figure 3 for an exam-
ple), there was more frictional torque than predicted.

We then added an additional parameter to the model
to scale the net torque due to friction. For the three
sets of experiments we did, the scale factors were 1.0,
2.17, and 3.64. However, with this modi�ed model
(which still allows us to use the same method for solv-
ing the inverse sliding problem) we were able to attain
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Figure 3: Measured and calculated velocity pro�les for the

aluminum square experiment using the unscaled torque. Al-

though the translational velocitymatches well, the rotational

velocity pro�le reveals that there is more frictional torque

than predicted.

reasonable matches between predicted and actual ve-
locity pro�les.

In the end, we were able to predict object motion on
average to within 5{10% for translations and to within
10{25% for rotations. The impact model generally pre-
dicts initial translational velocities to with a few per-
cent and initial rotational velocities to within a few
percent up to 33%.
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One of the major results of our single-tap experi-
ments is simply that real three dimensional objects
(even those that aren't quite axisymmetric) can be
modeled reasonably well by the axisymmetric mechan-
ics.

3 Planning & Control

We know that a single tap will not be able to achieve
any given displacement because of constraints imposed
by impact. In addition, we must be able to deal with
the large experimental variations that result from a sin-
gle tap. We have found that for this problem, planning
and control are intertwined | a basic planning method
serves as the basis for feedback control.

Since the axisymmetric mechanics are more widely
applicable that one would suspect (given the assump-
tions of the underlying model) we consider planning
and feedback control using only these mechanics. Fur-
thermore, we primarily consider manipulation of circu-
lar objects in the following subsections.

All our planning methods work in the con�guration
space of the object, speci�ed by a position x and ori-
entation �.

3.1 Basic planning method

Before we can consider multiple taps, we must �rst
characterize the displacements we can achieve with a
single tap. Through straightforward use of the chain
rule, we can show that if v0(t) and !0(t) are solutions
to the equations of motion (Equations 3 and 4) then
so are kv0(

t
k
) and k!0(

t
k
). If the former produces a

displacement of xf and �f , then the latter produces
a displacement of k2xf and k2�f . Therefore, all ini-
tial velocities with the same velocity ratio !0

j~v0j
produce

displacements with the same displacement ratio xf
�f
.

For objects with smooth boundaries, we can produce
a continuous range of velocity ratios in any given di-
rection, which will result in a continuous range of dis-
placement ratios. For circular objects, these ranges will
be symmetric about zero and identical for all transla-
tional velocity directions. The range of displacement
ratios can be viewed as a range of slopes in con�gu-
ration space, so the set of states that can be reached
in a single tap forms a cone symmetric about the x

axis in con�guration space; we refer to this cone as the
reachable displacement cone.

start

goal

x

θ

Figure 4: Planning for axisymmetric objects. The reach-

able displacement cones for each direction are placed at the

start con�guration, the backprojections at the goal con�gu-

ration. (For circular axisymmetric objects, these cones are

identical.) The intersection is the set of all points that may

be used as an intermediate con�guration in getting from the

start to the goal in two taps.

The set of states then that can be reached in a single
tap lie within this cone starting at the current state.
The set of states that can reach the goal con�guration
in a single tap can be determined by reecting this
reachable displacement cone at the goal through the
goal state. Since the reachable displacement cone is
symmetric, this backprojection looks exactly the same.

It is easy to see (as illustrated in Figure 4) that by
intersecting the reachable displacement cone from the
start con�guration with the backprojection of the goal,
we can reach any state within two taps. Furthermore,
there will be a two dimensional set of states which can
be used as a subgoal to get from the start to the goal
in two taps.

3.2 Extensions of the basic planning method

for feedback control

The basic planning method does not tell us how to
choose a subgoal when two taps are required. In addi-
tion, because of tapping device limitations and errors
in modeling and actuation, a two tap plan is not nec-
essarily the best plan. We have examined three dif-
ferent schemes based on the basic planning method;
these schemes lie somewhere between traditional plan-
ners and feedback control laws.

3.2.1 Exact two-tap plans

The simplest way to implement the basic planning
method is simply to choose the closest feasible subgoal.
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Figure 5: The conservative two-tap planning method

chooses a subgoal such that the (degenerate) error ellipse

�ts entirely within the space of feasible subgoals.

We implement this plan as follows: if the goal can be
reached in a single tap, then we execute that tap, oth-
erwise, we execute the �rst tap of an exact two-tap plan
to reach the goal from the current con�guration.

3.2.2 Conservative two-tap plans

A further re�nement we can make is to consider ex-
plicitly a model of the error in a single tap. In prelim-
inary experiments, we observed that errors in rotation
tended to be much larger (or more important) than er-
rors in translation, so we use the degenerate case of the
traditional error ellipse: an error \line" parallel to the
� axis in con�guration space.

A potential problem with the exact two-tap plans is
that if there is any error in the �rst tap, the object may
not be in a state that can reach the goal con�guration
in one more tap. So in planning conservative two-tap
plans, we select a subgoal so that the entire error el-
lipse for the �rst tap �ts within the region of allowable
subgoals. A conservative two-tap plan is illustrated in
Figure 5.

Like the exact two-tap plans, this planning method
is executed as follows: if the goal can be reached in one
tap, then we execute that tap, otherwise, the �rst tap
of a conservative two-tap plan from the current state
to the goal is executed.

3.2.3 Multi-tap plans

One e�ect of using the conservative two-tap plan-
ning strategy is that the excursion in going from the
start to the goal increases. Although we plan for the

cone 1

cone 2
cone 3

goal

cone 4

Figure 6: The �rst four cones from the goal to the right

for the multi-tap planning method.

error ellipse from the �rst tap to lie entirely within a
backprojection from the goal, we have not explicitly
considered the error ellipse from the second tap. The
larger the second tap is, the larger the error ellipse
about the goal will be.

Another approach, then, is to consider planning
backwards from the goal. We �rst consider a �nal
tap small enough to have an acceptable error about
the goal. There will be a small \cone" of states that
can reach the goal with a su�ciently small tap. Then
we consider the set of states that can reach this �rst
cone such that the error ellipse from that tap lies en-
tirely within the �rst cone. In this manner we construct
a series of cones in con�guration space (illustrated in
Figure 6) extending backwards from the goal. We then
need to plan a tap that takes us from the start con�g-
uration into one of these cones such that the error el-
lipse from that tap lies completely within the sequence
of cones.

This planning method is executed as follows: for
every tap, we determine whether the current state is
within this sequence of cones. If so, then we execute a
tap to take us to the center of the next cone. Other-
wise, we execute a tap to take us into the closest cone.

3.3 Positioning experiments

We performed experiments using all three planning
methods. The experimental setup used an aluminum
disk sliding on a formica surface. An Adept 550 robot
was used to position a tapping device with respect to
the object, and an overhead camera measured the po-
sition and orientation of the object.

The task for all the positioning experiments was a
displacement of 10 mm translation and 10 degrees ro-
tation. This is about three times as much rotation as
can be achieved in a single 10 mm tap. The desired
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Figure 8: Example of a typical trial using the exact two-tap planning method.
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Figure 10: Example of a typical trial using the multi-tap planning method.

accuracy was to within 1 mm and 1 degree; this was
limited in part by the dynamic range of the tapping
device and in part by the resolution of the overhead
camera.

Overall, the exact two-tap planning method worked
the best, taking an average of 4{5 taps. The best run
took exactly two taps as illustrated in Figure 7; a typi-
cal run is shown in Figure 8. The conservative two-tap
plans were only slightly worse, taking an average of 5{6
taps; a typical run is shown in Figure 9. The multi-
tap plans, with one exception, were executed exactly
as planned, i.e. they were supposed to take and did
take exactly 5 taps to reach the goal. A typical run is
shown in Figure 10.

There appears to be a tradeo� among these plan-
ning methods in the average number of taps required
to reach the goal and the variance in the number of
taps. The exact two tap plans have the lowest average
number of taps but the highest variance. The multi-
tap plans have very little variance but a higher average.
We hope to more formally characterize this tradeo� in
future work.

3.4 High-precision positioning

Early in the course of this work, we conjectured that
by tapping, an object could be positioned more pre-

cisely than the manipulator could position the tapping
device with respect to the object. In order to test this
idea, we performed a number of experiments using the
exact two-tap planning method in which the position
and orientation of the tapping device requested by the
planning method was rounded to the nearest 15 mm in
position and 10 degrees in orientation (with respect to
the world coordinates). The task was again to displace
the object by 10 mm and 10 degrees to an accuracy of
1 mm and 1 degree. In all trials, the task was success-
fully completed; a typical trial took 5{6 taps.

3.4.1 Sensitivity analysis

In order to characterize this robustness for high-
precision positioning, we did a basic sensitivity anal-
ysis by examining the Jacobian relating changes in the
position and orientation of the tapping device to the
resulting change in the position and orientation of the
object after a tap. All but one component of the Ja-
cobian can be computed analytically; that component
relates the change in initial object velocities to the
changes in displacement (recall that there is no analytic
form for the displacement functions xf and �f ). Since
this component of the Jacobian must be evaluated nu-
merically, we must look at variation with respect to a
particular tap. For a 10 mm 3 degree tap (using the
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Figure 11: Norm of the �nal con�guration Jacobian as a

function of displacement. xf is in mm, �f in degrees.

same object and materials as the high-precision posi-
tioning experiment), the maximum striker error vector
[x y �]T = [7:5 7:5 5]T (corresponding to the maximum
error due to rounding in this experiment) is mapped
to an object error of [1:1 0:9 0:2]T . Here, the error is
smaller in each dimension.

Furthermore, we have found that there is a broad
range of taps for which the norm of the Jacobian is
less than one and thus the error in object con�gura-
tion is always smaller than that of the tapping device
con�guration. This is shown graphically in Figure 11.

4 Conclusions

We have shown a framework for manipulation by tap-
ping, one particular form of impulsive manipulation.

Through analysis of the mechanics of a planar slider,
we have demonstrated a solution to the single-tap plan-
ning problem. We performed single-tap experiments
to validate the models used in our analysis and found
that there was more frictional torque acting upon the
object than our model predicted. An additional param-
eter in our model scales the frictional torque to bring
our model and experimental observations into agree-
ment. Although this deviation from the original model
is in part due to di�erences between the physical ex-
perimental apparatus and the idealized model assump-
tions, primarily uniform support distribution and three
dimensional extent, we believe there may be some addi-
tional mechanism that results in this increased torque.

We have formulated a basic planning method which
shows that it is possible to position an axisymmetric

object anywhere in the plane within two taps. This
basic planning method was then adapted to create
practical planning methods which essentially serve as
feedback control laws; these planning methods specify
how to choose intermediate state(s) in order to reach
the goal in the presence of variations due to modeling
and actuation errors. We demonstrated three di�erent
planning methods which display a tradeo� between the
average number of taps required to complete a task and
the variation in the number of taps.

Finally, we have demonstrated that by tapping it is
possible to position an object more precisely than the
manipulator positions the tapping device with respect
to the object. We have presented a basic stability anal-
ysis in support of this result.
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